Data acquisition, storage and management have been improved, while the key factors of many phenomena are not well known. Consequently, irrelevant and redundant features artificially increase the size of datasets, which complicates learning tasks, such as regression. To address this problem, feature selection methods have been proposed. This paper introduces a new supervised filter based on the Morisita estimator of intrinsic dimension. It can identify relevant features and distinguish between redundant and irrelevant information. Besides, it offers a clear graphical representation of the results, and it can be easily implemented in different programming languages. Comprehensive numerical experiments are conducted using simulated datasets characterized by different levels of complexity, sample size and noise. The suggested algorithm is also successfully tested on a selection of real world applications and compared with RReliefF using extreme learning machine. In addition, a new measure of feature relevance is presented and discussed.
Introduction
In data mining, it is often not known a priori what features (or input variables 1 ) are truly necessary to capture the main characteristics of a studied phenomenon. This lack of knowledge implies that many of the considered features are irrelevant or redundant. They artificially increase the dimension E of the Euclidean space R E in which the data points are embedded (E equals the number of input and output variables under consideration). This is a serious matter, since fast improvements in data acquisition, storage and management cause the number of redundant and irrelevant features to increase. As a consequence, the interpretation of the results becomes more complicated and, unless the sample size N grows exponentially with E, the curse of dimensionality [1] may reduce the overall accuracy yielded by any learning algorithm. Besides, large N and E are also difficult to deal with because of computer performance limitations.
In regression and classification, these issues are often addressed by implementing supervised feature selection methods [2] [3] [4] [5] . Such methods can be broadly subdivided into filter (e.g. RReliefF [6] , mRMR [7] and CFS [8] ), wrapper [9, 10] and embedded methods (e.g. the Lasso [11] and random forest [12] ). Filters rank features, or subsets of features, according to a relevance measure independently of any predictive model, while wrappers use an evaluation criterion involving a learning machine. Both approaches can be used with search strategies, since an exhaustive exploration of the 2 #F eat. − 1 models (all the possible combinations of features) is often computationally intractable. Greedy strategies [13, 14] , such as Sequential Forward Selection (SFS) [15] , can be distinguished from stochastic ones (e.g. simulated annealing [16, 17] and ant colony optimization [18, 19] ). Regarding the embedded methods, the feature selection is a by-product of a training procedure. It can be achieved by the addition of constraints in the cost function of a predictive model (e.g. the Lasso [11] ), or it can be more specific to a given algorithm (e.g. random forest [12] and adaptive general regression neural networks [20] ).
The present paper 2 deals with a new SFS filter algorithm. It relies on the idea that, although data points are embedded in E-dimensional spaces, they often reside on lower M -dimensional manifolds [22] [23] [24] . The value M (≤ E) is called Intrinsic Dimension (ID), and it can be estimated using the Morisita estimator of ID [25] which is closely related to the fractal theory. The proposed filter algorithm is supervised, designed for regression problems and based on this new ID estimator. It also keeps the simplicity of the Fractal Dimension Reduction (FDR) algorithm introduced in [26] . Finally, the results show the ability of the new filter to capture non-linear relationships and to effectively identify both redundant and irrelevant information.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews previous work on ID-based feature selection approaches. The Morisita estimator of ID is shortly presented in Section 3 (for the completeness of the paper). Section 4 introduces the Morisita-based filter, and Section 5 is devoted to numerical experiments conducted on simulated data of varying complexity. In Section 6, real world applications from publicly accessible repositories are presented, and a comparison with a benchmark algorithm, RReliefF [6] , is carried out using Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) [27] . Finally, conclusions are drawn in the last section with a special emphasis on future challenges and applications.
Related Work
The concept of ID can be extended to the more general case where the data ID may be a non-integer dimension D [23, 26, 28] . The value D is estimated by using fractal-based methods which have been presented in [23, 24, 29] and successfully implemented in various fields, such as physics [30] , cosmology [31] , meteorology [32] and pattern recognition [33, 34] . These methods rely on well-known fractal dimensions (e.g. the box-counting dimension [35, 36] , the correlation dimension [30] and Rényi's dimensions of qth order [37] ), and they can be used in feature selection [26, 38] and dimensionality reduction [23] to detect dependencies between variables (or features).
Traina et al. [26, 39] have opened up new prospects for the effective use of ID estimation in data mining by introducing the Fractal Dimension Reduction (FDR) algorithm. FDR executes an unsupervised procedure of feature selection aiming to remove from a dataset all the redundant variables. The fundamental idea is that fully redundant variables do not contribute to the value of the data ID.
This idea can be illustrated by sampling two uniformly distributed variables V 1 and V 2 . If they are independent, which means that they are not redundant, one has that:
where ID(·) denotes the ID of a dataset. It indicates that both V 1 and V 2 contribute to increasing the value of ID(V 1 , V 2 ) by about 1, which is, by construction, equal to the ID of each variable (i.e. ID(V 1 ) and ID(V 2 )). 3
Conversely, the removal of either V 1 or V 2 would lead to a reduction in the data ID from about 2 (i.e. the dimension of the data space) to 1 (i.e. the ID of a single variable) and information would be irreparably lost. In contrast, if V 1 and V 2 are fully redundant with each other (e.g. V 2 = V 1 ), one has that:
where the ID of the full dataset is approximately equal to the topological dimension of a smooth line. This means that the contribution of only one variable is enough to reach the value of ID(V 1 , V 2 ) and the remaining one can be disregarded without losing any information. Based on these considerations, the FDR algorithm removes the redundant variables from a dataset by implementing a Sequential Backward Elimination (SBE) strategy [13] . Besides, it uses Rényi's dimension of order q = 2, D 2 , for the ID estimation. Following the same principles, De Sousa et al. [40] examined additional developments to FDR and presented a new algorithm for identifying subgroups of correlated variables.
FDR is designed to carry out unsupervised tasks, and it is not able to distinguish between variables that are relevant to a learning process and those that are irrelevant. The reason is that such variables can all contribute to the data ID. For instance, in Equation 1, V 1 could be regarded as irrelevant to the learning of V 2 , but it would be selected by FDR because it makes the data ID increase by about 1. Consequently, different studies were carried out to adapt FDR to supervised learning. Lee et al. [41] suggested decoupling the relevance and redundancy analysis. Following the same idea, Pham et al. [42] used mutual information to identify irrelevant features and combined the results with those of FDR. Finally, Mo and Huang [38] developed an advanced algorithm to detect both redundant and irrelevant information in a single step. Their algorithm follows a SBE search strategy and relies on the correlation dimension, df cor , for the estimation of the data ID.
The filter algorithm suggested in the present paper is designed in such a way that it combines the advantages of both FDR and Mo's algorithm: it can deal with non-linear dependencies, it does not rely on any userdefined threshold, it can discriminate between redundant and irrelevant information, and the results can be easily summarized in informative plots. Moreover, it can cope with high-dimensional datasets thanks to its SFS search strategy, and it uses the Morisita estimator of ID which was shown to yield comparable or better results than D 2 and df cor [25] . 
The Morisita Estimator of Intrinsic Dimension
The Morisita estimator of ID, M m , has been recently introduced [25] . It is a fractal-based ID estimator derived from the multipoint Morisita index I m,δ [29, 43] (named after Masaaki Morisita who proposed the first version of the index to study the spatial clustering of ecological data [44] ). I m,δ is computed by superimposing an E-dimensional grid of Q quadrats of diagonal size δ onto the data points. It measures how many times more likely it is that m (m ≥ 2) randomly selected points will be from the same quadrat than it would be if all the N points of the studied dataset were distributed at random (i.e. according to a random distribution generated from a Poisson process). The formula is the following:
where n i is the number of points in the i th quadrat. For a fixed value of m, I m,δ is calculated for a chosen scale range. If a dataset approximates a fractal behavior (i.e. is self-similar) within this range, the relationship of the plot relating log (I m,δ ) to log (1/δ) is linear, and the slope of the regression line is defined as the Morisita slope S m . Finally, M m is expressed as:
In practice, each variable is rescaled to the [0, 1] interval (so is the grid), and δ can be replaced with the quadrat edge length , with −1 being simply the number of quadrats along each axis of the data space. Then a set of R values of (or −1 ) is chosen so that it captures the linear part of the log-log plot. In the rest of this paper, only M m=2 will be used, and it will be computed with an algorithm called Morisita INDex for Intrinsic Dimension estimation (MINDID) [25] whose complexity is O(N * E * R).
The Morisita-based Filter for Regression Problems
The Morisita-Based Filter for Regression problems (MBFR) relies on three observations following from the work by Traina et al. [26] , De Sousa et al. [40] and Mo and Huang [38] :
1. Given an output variable Y generated from k relevant and non-redundant input variables X 1 , . . . , X k , one has that: 
In terms of time complexity, the algorithm is linear on N and R, but its bottleneck is the SFS search strategy which is quadratic on E. In spite of this limitation, the execution time of MBFR remains competitive as shown in Section 6. It can also be significantly reduced by setting C (i.e. the number of steps of the SFS procedure to be performed) to a small value. For instance, if Diss is likely to reach its minimum value after only a few SFS steps because of many redundant and irrelevant features, C can be set to a value substantially lower than E − 1. For ease of comparison, the coefficient of dimensional relevance, DR(F, Y ), can be introduced. It is defined as:
and it can be computed using the Morisita estimator of ID M 2 . In the same way as Diss(F, Y ), DR(F, Y ) is able to capture both linear and non-linear relationships between an input and an output space. Besides, it lies between 0 and 1. If the target (or output) variable Y can be completely explained by the considered features F , DR(F, Y ) = 1. On the contrary, if all the available features are irrelevant, DR(F, Y ) = 0, and in-between, the closer it is to 1, the greater the predictive power of F .
Experimental Study Using Simulated Data
In this section, the MBFR algorithm is assessed by means of two simulated datasets (see Subsection 5.1), and its overall performance is carefully examined through a set of questions around which the subsections are organized:
• Question 1: How does sample size affect MBFR (see Subsection 5.2)? Table 1 : Weights used in the construction of the butterfly dataset.
• Question 2: How does the complexity of data manifolds affect MBFR (see Subsection 5. Notice also that the R environment [45] was used to implement the MBFR algorithm and to carry out the experiments. 
Simulated Datasets
Two simulated datasets were used: the butterfly and Friedman datasets.
1. The butterfly dataset 3 (see Figure 1 ): An output variable Y is generated from two uniformly distributed input variables X 1 , X 2 ∈ ]−5, 5[ by using an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) consisting of one hidden layer of 10 neurons. It can be expressed as:
where ω 1,j and ω 2,j are the weights connecting the input variables to the j th neuron, sig (x) : R → R is a sigmoid transfer function, β j is the weight between the j th neuron and the output layer, and ε is a Gaussian noise with zero mean and varying standard deviation (by default, it is set to 0.00). The exact weights used in the construction of the dataset are given in Table 1 . Moreover, the addition of three redundant (J) and three irrelevant (I) variables is also made to complete the input space:
2 , a uniformly distributed variable I 6 ∈ ]−5, 5[, I 7 = log 10 (I 6 + 5) and I 8 = I 6 + I 7 . Finally, the butterfly dataset is generated by random sampling of X 1 , X 2 and I 6 . In this paper, different sample sizes were considered: N = 1000, 2000, 10000, 20000. Figure 2 shows the scatterplot matrix of the full dataset for one simulation. The matrix highlights that the features were constructed so that the butterfly data not only contain linear relationships, but also a wide range of non-linear redundancies.
2. The Friedman dataset: this dataset uses a function suggested in [46] to test the ability of Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS) models to uncover structures in data. The output Y is given by:
where X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , X 4 and X 5 are i.i.d. variables following a uniform distribution Unif(0, 1), and ε is a Gaussian random noise with zero mean and unit variance. The input space is then completed by the addition of five irrelevant variables (I) following the same uniform distribution: I 6 , I 7 , I 8 , I 9 and I 10 ∼ Unif(0, 1). Finally, the Friedman dataset is produced by randomly sampling N points from the inputs. In this paper, the sample size was set to N = 40000 in accordance with the version of the dataset available on the Regression website [47] .
The butterfly and Friedman datasets are characterized by non-linear structures, and their input spaces contain extra variables (i.e. redundant Table 2 : The first two features selected by MBFR when applied successively to 100 simulations of the butterfly dataset for different sample sizes. The mean values and the standard deviations of DR are also provided.
and irrelevant variables) that can be removed without affecting the learning of the target Y . In the following subsections, MBFR will be subjected to a battery of tests to highlight its ability to select the relevant variables (X) and to remove the irrelevant (I) and redundant (J) ones. Additional experiments will consider shuffled data to examine the response of the algorithm to a complete absence of structure. In parallel, the variability of the results will be examined by means of Monte Carlo simulations: for each experiment, many simulations of the datasets will be generated by repeated random sampling of the input variables. Notice also that the way the two datasets are constructed leads to the distinction between the data manifolds and the manifolds of the simulated phenomena. The former are built using all the variables (including the output variable), while the latter (referred to as the Friedman and butterfly manifolds) do not involve the irrelevant features.
Finally, from the perspective of MBFR, a dataset is fully characterized by the integer values of −1 . For the butterfly and Friedman datasets, these values were respectively set to {5, 6, . . . , 20} and {1, 2, . . . , 6}. The two sets were chosen, so that, within their bounds, the relationship between log (I m=2, −1 ) and log ( −1 ) was linear. Notice that the upper bound of the second set is lower than that of the first one. This partially follows from the fact that the Friedman dataset has the greatest ID causing the data points to be sparsely distributed inside the data space. As a consequence, beyond −1 = 5, the probability of drawing two points from the same cell is rather low, while it is possible to use values of −1 up to 20 in the case of the butterfly dataset.
Sample Size
MBFR was applied to the butterfly dataset. Three sample sizes were successively considered (N = 1000, 2000, 10000), and for each of them, 100 simulations of the data were produced. Table 2 gives the first two input variables selected by the algorithm and indicates the number of times they were selected first over the simulations. Regardless of the sample size, MBFR always identifies X 1 and X 2 as the most relevant features, although their order can be reversed for N = 1000. Besides, the predictive power of these two features was assessed using the coefficient of dimensional relevance DR. Table 2 provides the mean values of DR over the simulations as well as the corresponding standard deviations (sd). The means are close to 1, which implies that X 1 and X 2 convey most of the information contained in the dataset, and this is in agreement with the data construction: X 1 and X 2 are sufficient to explain Y , whereas the other features are not necessary or even useless. Moreover, the SFS search strategy enables MBFR to select the most relevant features by exploring a rather low-dimensional space. Consequently, the variability of DR remains roughly constant over the sample sizes, and the standard deviations do not exceed 0.02.
To explore further the potential of the MBFR algorithm, a new series of 100 simulations were generated. For ease of comparison with the next subsections, a constraint was imposed that for each simulation the redundant variables (J) had to be selected by MBFR before the irrelevant ones (I). The results are plotted in Figure 3 .
The red dots indicate the mean dissimilarity values that are computed, over the simulations, by adding to the input space the features appearing on the horizontal axis. In addition, the red bars are the corresponding standard deviations. The features are progressively selected from left to right according to the SFS search strategy of MBFR, and the names of the redundant and irrelevant features were shortened to the letters J and I because they happened to switch position between the simulations. For the same reasons, X 1 and X 2 were replaced with the letter X for N = 1000. Furthermore, in each plot, two additional values are provided: the mean ID estimate of the target variable Y (i.e. mean (M 2 (Y ))) and the mean of the minimum dissimilarity (i.e. mean min Diss ). The standard deviations of the two values are indicated using the black stripes.
For each sample size, X 1 and X 2 are easily identified as the two relevant features, since they contribute to reducing the dissimilarity from M 2 (Y ) to about 0 and a clear cut-off point is visible. However, as the number of points is reduced, the variability of the dissimilarity estimates increases. It does not question the potential of the algorithm for feature selection, but it emphasizes two aspects of its implementation: (1) the progressive increase in the variability as more features are added, and (2) the departure from 0 of the mean dissimilarity estimates after the addition of the second relevant feature (see Figure 3 ). These two aspects will be addressed in the next subsection.
Complexity of data manifolds
Lower sample sizes highlight that the variability of the dissimilarity values progressively increase as more features are picked out (see Figure 3 ). This response of MBFR is partly due to the presence of the relevant and irrelevant features which amplifies the data ID during the SFS procedure. But it is also related to the non-linear constructions of these features that affect the ID estimates by altering the point clustering on the data manifold.
The upper panels of Figure 4 illustrates the impact of the non-linear dependencies on MBFR. The left-hand panel displays the results of each term 13 There is still one aspect of the results of Figure 3 which has not been fully accounted for yet: after the addition of X 1 and X 2 , the dissimilarity 14 values should be equal to 0, but the estimates are slightly higher. Likewise, the mean values of DR in Table 2 should not be lower than 1. The observed deviations are due to the gap between mean(M 2 (F, Y )) and mean(M 2 (F )) that is clearly visible in the upper panels of Figure 4 after the addition of the first irrelevant feature. However, if the target variable Y is replaced with a constant value, the gap vanishes and the dissimilarity estimates equal 0. The last panel of Figure 4 shows the outcome of MBFR for such a simplified version of the butterfly manifold (again, 100 simulations were used, and the non-linear dependencies between the input variables were replaced with pure linear ones for ease of comparison with the upper panels). This result shows that the shape and the orientation of the data manifold, along with the non-linear construction of Y , are key factors to explain the gap between the mean ID estimates of the original dataset. The importance of these factors might be partly related to the quadrats (i.e. the hyper-boxes) of the MINDID algorithm which cannot fit perfectly complex point patterns.
In conclusion, the complexity of the data manifolds (i.e. their shapes, their orientations, the non-linear dependencies between the features and the non-linear constructions of the output variables) affects the results by altering the terms of Equation 9. However, it does not prevent MBFR from identifying the relevant features.
Redundant and Irrelevant Information
The MBFR algorithm aims to detect the features which are useless (i.e. irrelevant) or not necessary (i.e. redundant) to a regression problem. In addition, it is also able to help distinguish between the two types of inputs, and more precisely, between redundant and irrelevant information.
For instance, in Figure 4 , the first irrelevant feature causes the mean ID estimates to increase by about 1 (i.e. by about the value of M 2 (I)), and if it was removed, the second one would have the same effect. In contrast, the redundant features have a much smaller impact. It is even hardly noticeable for the relatively low ID values, as highlighted by the dashed ellipse in the left-hand panel. Consequently, the inputs of the butterfly data can be classified as either redundant or irrelevant according to their impacts on the ID estimates.
In real-world applications, a feature (e.g. F 1 ) rejected by MBFR could contain both redundant and irrelevant information. Nevertheless, the exact amounts of the two types of information could still be quantified by using the terms of Equation 9. For instance, if F 1 was partly redundant and partly irrelevant, it would cause an increase in the data ID which would be 15 both higher than 0 (fully redundant) and lower than the value of M 2 (F 1 ) (fully irrelevant). F 1 would also contain more irrelevant information if the increase was closer to M 2 (F 1 ) than to 0.
In conclusion, the MBFR algorithm can help distinguish between redundant and irrelevant information by means of the ID estimates on which it relies.
Lack of Information
This subsection investigates the behaviour of the MBFR algorithm when the relevant information is completely or partially missing.
The top-left panel of Figure 5 displays the results of MBFR achieved for 100 simulations of the Friedman dataset. The algorithm distinctly detects the five relevant features and offers a clear cut-off point. The computations were rerun after the removal of X 5 and the results are given in the topright panel. This time, the value of min( Diss) is higher, and the difference accounts for the amount of information of X 5 . This last experiment shows that the MBFR algorithm is also able to detect and quantify the absence of relevant features.
It is also worth exploring how MBFR responds to a complete absence of structure between an input and an output space. A second numerical experiment was set up to that end. The butterfly dataset was used, and 100 simulations were generated for N = 10000 and N = 20000. The target variable Y of each simulation was then shuffled to destroy the dependencies between the input and output spaces. The right-hand panel of Figure 1 illustrates the impact of the shuffling procedure on the functional relationship between Y , X 1 and X 2 . Finally, MBFR was applied to each simulation, and the results are displayed in the bottom panels of Figure 5 . As expected, the values of Diss stay close to M 2 (Y ), which indicates that no features carry relevant information with regard to Y . The remaining gap between the mean values of Diss and M 2 (Y ) follows from the complexity of the data manifold discussed in Subsection 5.3, and it is more pronounced for the lower sample size, as expected from Subsection 5.2.
Notice also that for comparison purposes, the simulations used in the lower panels of Figure 5 were restricted to those for which the relevant features were selected first, followed successively by the redundant and irrelevant ones. Without this restriction, the final rankings were unpredictable, and the irrelevant features could also be picked first. This is consistent with the shuffling procedure which makes all the inputs irrelevant. Table 4 : Parameters and Results of the application of MBFR to the real world datasets. The values in brackets in the 4 th column are the total numbers of features in the datasets, and "# F." stands for "number of selected features". Besides, Diss and DR were computed by considering only the selected features, while M 2 is given for the whole datasets (including the target variables).
by following the described procedure, it was used throughout the feature selection process. The CompAct dataset was the only exception: the loglog plots of several single features were characterized by two distinct linear parts. The steepest one was retained, since it led to a higher value of DR. Finally, Table 4 also gives the values M 2 for the whole datasets (including the target variables). These values suggest that the dimensions of the spaces in which the data points truly reside could be smaller than that of the original data spaces. In other words, the datasets could contain redundant information that MBFR might uncover.
The MBFR algorithm was applied to each dataset with the parameter values of Table 4 . The results are displayed in Figure 6 . In each panel, a relatively clear cut-off point allows the user to identify the features to be selected. Moreover, Table 4 summarizes the results by providing the dissimilarity estimates (i.e. Diss) and the values of DR that were computed by considering only the selected features. This overview shows that MBFR leads to a significant reduction in the number of features and that the chosen datasets cover a wide range of situations. For instance, in the Parkinson dataset, 8 features out of 15 are detected as relevant, and they account for about a third of the information contained in the target variable. In contrast, in the CT slice dataset, 359 features are considered redundant or irrelevant, and the relevant ones fully explain the relative location of the CT slices (i.e the target variable).
In conclusion, this subsection highlights the effectiveness of the MBFR algorithm for feature selection in real world applications. In the next subsection, the results will be validated by means of a comparison with a benchmark algorithm called RReliefF. F46  F4  F171  F7  F126  F12  F5  F267  F0  F36  F8  F10  F13  F105  F180  F102  F6  F15  F50  F234  F75  F9  F16 F7  F9  F3  F6  F11  F4  F10  F8  F16  F24  F12  F13  F14  F15  F17  F18  F19  F20  F21  F22  F23  F5  F1 
Comparison with RReliefF Using Extreme Learning Machine
In this subsection, the performance of MBFR is compared with that of RReliefF [6, 49, 50 ] using a comprehensive evaluation procedure based on Extreme learning Machine (ELM) [27, 51] . A brief introduction to ELM and the Relief family of algorithms is also provided for a good understanding of the results.
The Relief family comprises three main algorithms for feature selection: Relief [52] , ReliefF [53, 54] and RReliefF [6, 49, 50] . They all consist in attributing scores to the features according to how well their values can distinguish between instances that are close to one another in the data space. Relief achieves this goal for two-class classification problems. It randomly selects an instance and searches for its two nearest neighbours: one from the same class and one from the other class. After that, it updates the scores of the features depending on their values for the randomly selected instance and the two neighbours. The operation is repeated m RF times, and a final score lower than 0 indicates that a feature might be irrelevant. This threshold, determining whether a feature should be retained, is one of the major advantages of the technique. Following a similar procedure, the ReliefF algorithm is an extension which can deal with multiclass problems and with incomplete and noisy data.
RReliefF (i.e. Regressional ReliefF) is an adaptation of Relief and ReliefF to regression. In regression, the exact knowledge of whether two instances belong to the same class or not cannot be used. RReliefF replaces it with a probability that the predicted values of two instances will be different. Moreover, it computes the final score of each feature by taking into account k RF neighbours. Among these neighbours, the closest ones should have a greater influence, and a kernel of parameter σ RF can be used to assign a weight to each of them.
The algorithms of the Relief family have often been used as benchmarks [8, 40, 55] . In this research, RReliefF was applied to the real world datasets of Subsection 6.1, with the exception of the CT slice data that contain too many instances. The R package "CORElearn" [56] was used with the evaluation heuristic "RReliefFexpRank" and its default parameters: m RF = N (N is the number of instances in the datasets), k RF = 70 and σ RF = 20. These parameters were tested and turned out to be suitable for each dataset. Besides, RReliefF was run with two relevance thresholds: 0.00 and 0.01 as suggested in [8] . Any feature with a final score less than the specified threshold was considered irrelevant. Table 5 compares the ability of RReliefF and MBFR to reduce the dimensionality of the datasets. In all but one case, MBFR performs more feature selection than RReliefF with the relevance threshold of 0.00. The differences are less pronounced with the relevance threshold of 0.01 for which the two algorithms achieve comparable results on three datasets. Nevertheless, they still provide distinct outcomes for the CompAct and Parkinson data, and they never select the exact same features. Consequently, the comparison requires a way of assessing the amount of information contained in the selected features. This is the reason why ELM is used in this paper.
ELM is a single layer feed-forward neural network which can achieve the same accuracy as the well-known Multilayer Perceptrons (MLP) [57] [58] [59] [60] , while being much faster. Its main specificity lies in the weights connecting the inputs to the hidden layer. They are randomly generated and never updated, and then the weights between the hidden layer and the outputs are learnt in a single step. In this way, the numberÑ of hidden nodes is the only hyperparameter of ELM, making its implementation rather straightforward. However, an activation function is also required and a sigmoid function was used in this paper.
ELM has been applied successfully in a wide range of case studies [10, 61, 62] , and its high efficiency makes it well-suited to carry out comparisons between feature selection techniques. It is also worth mentioning that RReliefF and ELM have already been combined to effectively improve learning performance in temperature forecasting [63] . In this paper, ELM was used to evaluate the predictive power of the subsets of features selected by MBFR and RReliefF. This evaluation was achieved according to a procedure which was partly presented in [64, 65] to prevent overfitting [66] . It can be subdivided into 5 steps:
1. 20% of the N instances are randomly assigned to a test set, and the remaining 80% are passed on to Step 2. The same split is used for all the subsets of features being compared. 2. The data are projected into the [0, 1] interval, and the coefficients of the projection are recorded.
averaged to provide an estimate of the true error, and their standard deviation is recorded. Finally, the value ofÑ resulting in the lowest error estimate is retained for Step 4, unless the corresponding variability is too high. In that case,Ñ is manually tuned to find a good compromise between the mean and the variance of the error. 4. Using all the instances involved in the cross-validation procedure (i.e.
80% of the original data), a new model is trained with the value of N from Step 3. Then a prediction is made for the instances of the test set (i.e. 20% of the original data) after they have been projected to the [0, 1] interval using the coefficient of Step 2. The operation (training and prediction) is repeated 100 times to account for the variability of the weights connecting the inputs to the hidden nodes. The final prediction for each instance is computed by averaging the 100 values and by rescaling the results to the original output range (using coefficients of Step 2). Finally, the relative mean squared error [49] is calculated on the test set. It is defined as follows:
where N tst is the number of instances in the test set, y i is the measurement of the output variable for the i th instance,ŷ i is the corresponding prediction, andȳ tst is the mean of the output variable computed on the test set. Lower values of RE tst are better and a value higher than 1 indicates that the tested model performs worse than the mean. 5. Steps 1 to 4 are repeated 20 times to account for the randomness in the data splits of step 1. After that, the mean and standard deviation of the 20 values of RE tst are calculated and are used to assess the predictive power of the selected features.
For each dataset, four sets of features were passed on to the evaluation procedure: the set selected by MBFR, the two sets selected by RReliefF (one for each relevance threshold) and a benchmark set selected by a technique called ELM_SFS. ELM_SFS is a simple wrapper approach combining ELM and the same SFS search strategy as MBFR. It works as follows: at each step of the search process, the predictive power of each set of features is assessed using the same cross-validation as in Step 3 of the evaluation procedure; and finally, the set returning the lowest MSE over the entire SFS is selected. 
